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We cannot appreciate light without the shadows. The COVID 19 

pandemic has cast huge shadows in our lives. We are constrained within 

one defined space. We are hungry for variety, more things, new things. 

The mind is desperate, looking for release. Move into light and it feels 

awesome. There is no traffic on the roads, so practically no air pollution. 

Everything looks so much richer and better. And no noise pollution, 

which means less distraction and a far higher level of focus. Add to this, 

our heightened sensitivity to the turmoil happening in the lives of those 

less fortunate. 

For the visually inclined, what a wonderful mind space to be in. I 

anticipate that every one of us will be a better and more sensitive image 

maker ! And the collective power of our images will move the world.

THERE IS ALWAYS LIGHT OUTSIDE THE SHADOW !

- Dr. Abhishek Chaturvedi, Director

Director's Thoughts...

Hope that you and your loved ones are keeping well and healthy. 
The past few months have been full of change and uncertainty as 
we respond to the global pandemic and try to reduce the spread of 
COVID-19. As your Trustee, I know that the pandemic and school 
closures are challenging for everyone. We are all in this together.

Since the beginning of this crisis, I have continually advocated for 
the rapid introduction of distance education to support student 
well-being and provide continuation of learning for students.

It has been a wonderful journey watching NLK Group of Schools’ 
education grow and become an integral part of my life. It holds a 
near and dear place in my heart and always will.

NLK is the greatest treasure,

To be here, gives me immense pleasure.

I am today a proud lady carrying NLKites dreams,

Growing and working always like a team…

- Vina Sabharwal, Secretary

Message From Trustee...



As the nation-wide lockdown is going on to 

control the Coronavirus (COVID-19) 

pandemic, we are crossing a tough time 

ahead. I hope all of you will utilize this time 

very sincerely and honestly in your studies. 

We all have never experienced anything like 

this before. Although the idea of being off of 

school for weeks sounds awesome, they are 

probably picturing a fun time like summer 

break, not the reality of being trapped at home and not seeing their friends. What kids 

need right now is to feel comforted and loved. To feel like it’s all going to be ok. And that 

might mean that you tear up your perfect schedule and love on your kids a bit more. Bake 

cookies and paint pictures. Play board games and watch movies. Do a science experiment 

together or find virtual field trips of the zoo. Start a book and read together as a family. 

Snuggle under warm blankets and do nothing.

When we are back in the classroom, we will all course correct and meet them where they 

are. Teachers are experts at this! I am sure that our students of today, tomorrow will carry 

forward the Motto of love and unity entrusted in their hands at NLK’s Disha.

Stay home, Stay safe.

Principal's 
Message

Aruhi Prajapati
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“Any change, even a change for better, is always accompanied by drawbacks and discomforts.” 

This quote applies well with the ongoing trend of Online Learning. As we all know the whole 

world is facing a big trouble these days. A pandemic named COVID-19 is affecting people’s life a 

lot. Keeping this in mind, CBSE and schools have found a new way of teaching children in which 

they don’t need to gather at a place. They can simply study while sitting back at home. That 

unique way is Online Teaching. This is something which was not only new for students earlier 

but for teachers as well. Generally, Zoom Online Cloud meeting application is being used 

nowadays to fulfill the requirement of online teaching. Whatsapp is also playing a big role in 

communication with the students and their parents. It is also making the content sharing 

easier. At present, children are actually enjoying these classes and they are actually learning the 

virtual way of learning. 

Our children are now set and ready to explore this virtual world. As they are finding it much 

more interesting. With this kind of training and learning not only they are gaining knowledge 

from books but they are also learning a lot from the vast virtual world of information and that is 

to in quite lesser time.

E-Learning - Our Way

Ms. Dhawla Pandey

Star Teachers

Grade School Mentor

Tina Agarwal Rastogi

Pre-school Mentor



DAKSH SINGH
GRADE-1 

Percentage : 100%

PRIYAM MISHRA
GRADE-2

Percentage- 96%

ANSH YADAV
GRADE-3

Percentage : 94.44%

RAKSHIT KASHYAP
GRADE-4

Percentage : 93.33%

SHIVISH TANEJA
GRADE-5 

Percentage : 96.11%

Parents Feedback

Thanks to the course teachers & 

others associated with designing 

such a wonderful learning.

Student Name : Satvik Tiwari

Father’s Name : Ms. Kavita Tiwari

Grade : K1

Since online classes started, I 

found my child more disciplined 

even at home. As per the new 

platform of #Zoom I could see the 

effort of teachers and students 

both. Not only teacher gives 

equal chance to each child but 

also ensure to maintain the 

decorum of the class which is 

appreciable. Good job done by 

the school.

Student Name : Sakshi Sachan

Father’s Name : Mr Arun Sachan

Grade : 5

Online classes are a good way to 

improve the child even at their 

places. Very satisfied to see the 

e f f o r t s  o f  t e a c h e r s  a n d  

motivation in my child. Even the 

Question Hour is also placed so 

that throughout the week if a 

child is found stuck somewhere in 

any topic the child can ask the 

respective teacher. 

Student Name : Alok Shukla

Father’s Name : Mr. Shiv Narayan 

Shukla

Grade : 4

As we moved from year 2019 to 2020 , we just didn't change the year but many 

other things were drastically changed. Biggest change among them was 

teaching and learning methods. 

Both, became advance. Our institution completely accepted this change in the 

society and took it in a positive manner. We opted for various methods for 

their constructive growth. Whether it be online classes or online activities 

they came up with best of their talents. Here we are taking few moments to 

praise their efforts. 

Children's Arena

ASSESSMENT TOPPERS

Looking at COVID-19, I agree with the 
online education of the children, my 
child has changed a lot from the online 
class, the best thing is that the teacher 
pays attention to every child and 
explains well that our children with 
online education.
Student Name : Shivang Gupta
Father’s Name : Ms. Ankita Gupta
Grade : Nursery



Thinking outside the box can provide an innovative solution to a sticky problem. However, this can be thinking outside the box can be a real 

challenge as we naturally develop patterns of thinking that are modeled on the repetitive activities and commonly accessed knowledge we 

surround ourselves with. Some years ago, an incident occurred where a truck driver tried to pass under a low bridge. But he failed, and the truck 

was lodged firmly under the bridge. The driver was unable to continue driving through or reverse out. The story goes that as the truck became 

stuck, it caused massive traffic problems, which resulted in emergency personnel, engineers, firefighters and truck drivers gathering to devise and 

negotiate various solutions for dislodging the trapped vehicle. Emergency workers were debating whether to dismantle parts of the truck or chip 

away at parts of the bridge. Each spoke of a solution which fitted within his or her respective level of expertise.

A boy walking by and witnessing the intense debate looked at the truck, at the bridge, then looked at the road and said nonchalantly, "Why not just 

let the air out of the tires?" to the absolute amazement of all the specialists and experts trying to unpick the problem. When the solution was 

tested, the truck was able to drive free with ease, having suffered only the damage caused by its initial attempt to pass underneath the bridge. The 

story symbolizes the struggles we face where oftentimes the most obvious solutions are the ones hardest to come by because of the self-imposed 

constraints we work within.

The Encumbered Vs. The Fresh Mind

• https://www.nasa.gov/ : The purpose of NASA is to engage students in 

NASA's mission. Our vision is to immerse students in NASA's work, 

enhance STEM literacy, and inspire them to become a part. To explore 

more go through the website.

• https://www.mathgames.com/ : This helps you practice math skills 

using fun interactive content.

• https://kids.nationalgeographic.com/ : Find amazing facts about 

animals, science, history and geography, along with fun competitions, 

games and quizzes. Visit National Geographic Kids today!

• https://scratch.mit.edu/ : Scratch is a free programming language and 

online community where you can create your own interactive stories, 

games, and animations.

• https://www.khanacademy.org/ : Learn for free about math, art, 

computer programming, economics, physics, chemistry, biology, 

medicine, finance, history, and more.

‘Tom and Jerry 

has won seven 

Academy Awards for 

Animated Short Film.

The total weight of 

ants on earth once equaled 

the total weight of people.

Water makes different 

pouring sounds depending 

on its temperature.

Humans are 

just one of the 

estimated 8.7 million 

species on Earth.

Chimpanzees and gorillas 

have human-like fingerprints 

and so do koalas.

The first mobile 

device to be called 

an"iPhone" was made 

by Cisco, not Apple.

I am 

Mr. Factoid

Explore the facts by Mr. Factoid

Relish The Websites! Shining Achievers

AKARSH KATIYAR, 97.8%

AARADHYA TIWARI, 85.00%

SANCHITA SHUKLA,  97.6%

ABHISHEK DIXIT, 83.20%
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